Protect your biggest
asset in the winery
with our seismic rated barrel racks
In conjunction with the viticulture industry, Kernohan Engineering has designed and
patented barrel racks to meet the specific demands of modern storage
Certified seismic rating to minimise earthquake risk*
Adequate clearance for sampling, topping up and cleaning barrels
Forklift accessible to front and side for ease of stacking
Made from mild steel and hot dip galvinised
Barrel weight transfered to the floor - not each other
Standard racks available in four barrel sizes
Easily dismantled for compact storage or transportation

Contact Bernie Gould on 03 548 2399 or 021 547 234, or email info@kernohan.co.nz to discuss your requirements
* Stacking height for barrel racks is specific to your region on the seismic certificate zone map, available on request.

the drawing board -

wine barrel racks

This solid, modular and patented frame stacking
system has been designed from the ground
up to be a valuable member of your
vineyard team, while protecting
your greatest asset.
Standard racks available in four
barrel sizes
225L - footprint of 930 x 1555
300L - footprint of 930 x 1690
400L - footprint of 948 x 1886
500L - footprint of 1140 x 2065
Adequate clearance
Space between barrels allows for ease of
sampling, topping up and cleaning.

Forklift accessible
For ease of stacking. Racks can be
accessed from the front or side of the
stack.
Certified seismic rated to
minimise earthquake risk
Kernohans barrel racks are manufactured
to New Zealands high standard.***
Stacking height for barrel racks is specific
to your region on the seismic certificate.*
Barrel weight transfer
Kernohans barrel racks transfer the
weight directly to the floor – not through
the barrels below.

Easily dismantled for compact
storage & transportation
The removable pole system allows
compact out-of-season storage.

** Welding standard AS/NZS 2980:2007 *** Manufacturing standard ISO 9001:2008

Contact Bernie Gould on 03 548 2399 or 021 547 234
or email info@kernohan.co.nz to discuss your requirements
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